Girl in a Fix: Quick Beauty Solutions (and Why They Work)

Surprise zits, stinky feet, and renegade tresses don’t come with fix-it manuals. But, good
news—you can conquer them all with things found right in your kitchen, bathroom, or high
school cafeteria! Want to know how to heal your hickey faster? How to reverse a bad dye job?
Using household items like tomatoes, cooking spray, and coffee grounds, the beauty solutions
in Girl In a Fix can bail you out of the worst cosmetic disasters. You’ll also learn the scientific
reasons why these solutions work. Think you’ll need a lot of money to be beautiful? Think
again. All you really need is a little bit of smarts.
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Looking So Crash Hot Quick Beauty Solutions For When Youre Not Looking So Crash Hot.
Quick Beauty While those tooth whitening strips definitely work, they take about two weeks
to do so. If you want a quicker fix to simply get you through the day, use a blue-based red
lippy (instead of orangey-reds). Image: Mean Girls.
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